
A new WRAP compliant bin range has been designed and
manufactured by Leafield Environmental to collect old
batteries in three different capacities (30, 18 or 10 litres),
making them ideal for small, medium or large companies
within different locations. 
The bright WRAP compliant pink label and lid allows the user to
clearly identify the battery waste stream. The lid features a 48mm
hole, allowing the end user to collect different size batteries. The
black base has cut out handles for easy emptying and is made from
100% recycled plastic (subject to availability) 

Xtract™ 
the eco-friendly way to 

remove Japanese knotweed

Japanese knotweed is a highly
invasive non-native plant that is
spreading throughout the UK at
an alarming rate. Introduced to
the UK in the 1850’s, knotweed
causes structural damage to
buildings, adds significant time
delays to development sites and
can prevent the sale of land.  
When the ground is going to be
disturbed for a development, it is
crucial the knotweed is physically
removed quickly and efficiently to
allow the works to continue hassle
free.  The traditional Dig & Dump
method of removing Japanese
knotweed is now referred to by
the Environment Agency as ‘the
method of last resort’. 
Other eco-innovative alternatives
exist, such as Xtract™. Concerned
about the environmental impacts
of Dig & Dump, Environet UK,

one of the longest established
Japanese knotweed removal
specialists, developed the Xtract™
method to rapidly remove
knotweed in an eco-friendly way. 
The Xtract™ process screens the
infested soil to remove all of the
viable rhizomes, allowing the
clean soil to be re-used on site.
This reduces haulage and waste to
landfill, causes less disruption
than Dig & Dump and uses no
chemicals. Typically half the cost
of Dig & Dump, not only is
Xtract™ beneficial to the
environment, it is crucial to
keeping costs down on
developments.
It is advisable for any treatment or
removal work on Japanese
knotweed to be guaranteed, as this
is often a requirement of lending
institutions. Make sure that

whoever carries out the work is
able to provide full evidence of
their removal plan together with
an insurance backed guarantee.
The eradication work that
Environet carries out is fully
guaranteed and underwritten by
‘A’ rated Lloyd’s, providing the
highest level of security.  
Since its launch in 2008, Xtract™
has been used by major builders
and developers on sites across the
UK. 
For further information, please
visit www.environetuk.com or
call 01932 868 700. 

Development of 14 low-carbon
homes will be good for the
environment and help fund new
training programmes for young
people entering the worlds of
horticulture and green
construction.

Proposals include a new public
open space for villagers to enjoy
Traffic calming and road safety
measures also planned

The regeneration of land and
properties owned by The Bay
Trust in St Margaret’s at Cliffe is a
step closer following the
announcement of plans to create
14 eco-friendly homes in the
village.

The exciting scheme at St George’s
Place promises to set new
standards in the design of healthy,
low-energy lifetime homes.
In 2013 following the culmination
of years of meticulous planning
and local consultations the charity
agreed the sale of the land to a
green developer. 

Since then Pete Halsall and his
team have shaped their plans
resulting in a housing scheme that
provides a variety of healthy and
sustainable ‘lifetime homes’ for
local people while ensuring the
biodiversity of the site where the
development is taking place is
actually enhanced.

The scheme involves building 14
homes on a one acre patch of open
land behind St Margaret’s
Millennium Village Hall in Reach
Road. To compensate for the loss
of this private green space, the Bay
Trust is proposing to spend
around £160,000 creating a new
public open space on land it owns
north west of Sea Street, adjoining
the village primary school.

Separate proposals are being

created for traffic calming
measures to address congestion
and traffic safety concerns relating
to the school’s pupils. The new
public open space on Sea Street is
nearly twice the size of the current
private open space site in St
George’s Place and is part of an
area of farmland that, since 2009,
the Bay Trust has managed
organically for enhanced
biodiversity and diversified local
food production.

The Bay Trust has chosen one of
the UK’s leading ‘green’
developers to lead the project.
Former Deal schoolboy Pete
Halsall is a nationally acclaimed
expert in sustainable design and
build schemes. The architect is
Rod Springett who has years of
experience in designing low
energy homes in the UK and
overseas. 

Rod is a resident of the village and
has created a landscaped layout to
follow the Bay Trust’s own strict
environmental requirements. The
charity has stipulated that any
scheme must result in an actual
enhancement of biodiversity of the
site. This will be monitored and
supported by the Trust’s own
team of experienced ecologists
and horticulturalists and goes
significantly beyond the statutory
environmental requirements. 

A planning application for St
George’s Place has now been
submitted to Dover District
Council. If approved, work is
expected to begin by the end of
the year.


